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SMART HEATING SYSTEM

ENERPIA strives to create 
a warm and safe world.



It’s not conventional heating 
where only the upper air is warm 
while the lower air is cold.



Make all your living spaces warm
Eco-friendly Enerpia is at a different level

HEATING
SYSTEM

Smart heating 
specialist

We will even fill your heart with the 
warmth from the floor.
You can lay down any concerns 
about the cold even in the bitter 
winter months!



Eco-friendly advanced heating system
Enerpia Heating XL Pipe
Nucleate boiling occurs in low temperatures
to obtain high efficiency using less energy!

70% More than of heating costs can be 
reduced, compared to oil heating.

The product is made in consideration of the 
environment and health.

This product heats for a long time using less amounts of energy owing to the heat accumulation effect 
between the heat-transfer fluid in the pipe and the flooring It is advantageous for space management 

because it does not require a boiler room as it is specialized for individual heating.

A product that satisfied customers with 
its patents and performance

Pleasant and 
economical heating

NO. 10-0805703

Registration 
of a patent

NO. 10-0805702

Registration 
of a patent
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Why?Why choose 
Enerpia Heating XL Pipe?

A product that implements  
ondol-style heating through 

an electric floor heating system.

All electrical energy is 
converted into heat  for

100% use in actual heating.

Heat accumulation effect 
guarantees long heating with 

less energy usage.

Reduce energy usage
using the heat transfer effect. 

A heating system that does
not produce freeze, smoke, or gas.

No noise and excellent 
space management

as there is no boiler room. 

A remodeling system that supports 
perfect repairs without 

dismantling the existing floor.

Safe usage without 
additional maintenance.

Any floor finishing materials 
can be used.

Reduces construction costs 
due to its short construction time as 

equipment piping is not required.

Reduces unnecessary heating 
costs by using partial heating.

5XL pipe heating system
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The only company in the industry that both 
manufactures and constructs the product 

Enerpia provides convenience to our 
customers with our total solution - from design 

to repairs after construction completion.

Click the address below.
You can get in touch quickly and easily.

I Main office . 349-13, Samunjin-ro, Hwawon-eup, Dalseong-gun, Daegu   
I Tel. +82-53-474-8050    I Fax. +82-53-473-8050    
I E-mail. master@enerpia.co.kr 

I China Branch . Xiguozhuang Industrial Park, Chengyang District, 
Qingdao City, Shandong Province, China

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/enerpia.enerpia

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/enerpia_smart_heating/

YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEEg1tQwvwjTs5b7FnyTbSQ

Naver blog
https://blog.naver.com/dw_enertec

URL. www.enerpia.com

To get more  news on ENERPIA?
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